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this also allows us to make a checksum out of the signature. if you look at the next line of code you
can see it takes our hash object and signature and returns a tuple with the checksum and signature.
we are going to store that in a file along with the public key as the only data and the private key (a

secure string as in securestring). this is the minimum amount of data we need to store the public key
and private key to make them available to the bitcoin network for the generation of a new address.

you can keep signing and checksuming the public key to make sure it is correct, and you can re-
generate the private key file whenever you like. the best way to approach the documentation of the
scripts that are used in the bitcoin protocol is to keep it simple. there are only three scripts that are
used in the majority of transactions: the standard transaction, the locking script, and the unlocking
script. the standard transaction is the classic move output to output script. the locking script is the

standard spend from output script. the unlocking script is the standard lock output script. these
three scripts are all pretty trivial and mostly just a bunch of and, or, and nots. i will leave the reader
to refer to the sections of the bitcoin source for the exact details of these scripts. now, lets put this

all together. we would like to send 0.001 btc to an address in your wallet, which means we would like
to spend the output utxo

1d2c57d4c4ae826e49a4bdd1a7893a38fd6978ae6ec2a3f7c9be9fc4b9062860 at index 1. so we need
to define a transaction in the bitcoin protocol that aspires to spend this output. to do this, we will put

our public key and the signature of the associated private key into the scriptsig of the transaction.
the following script will do just that:
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